Accurately modeling gas-surface collision dynamics presents a great challenge for theory, especially in the low energy (or temperature) regime where quantum effects are important. Here, a path integral based non-equilibrium ring polymer molecular dynamics (NE-RPMD) approach is adapted to calculate dissociative initial sticking probabilities (S0) of H2 on Cu(111) and D2O on Ni (111), revealing distinct quantum nature in the two benchmark surface reactions. NE-RPMD successfully captures quantum tunneling in H2 dissociation at very low energies, where the quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) method suddenly fails. Additionally, QCT substantially overestimates S0 of D2O due to severe zero point energy (ZPE) leakage, even at collision energies higher than the ZPE-corrected barrier. Immune to such a problem, NE-RPMD predicts S0 values of D2O in much improved agreement with the benchmark results obtained by the accurate but expensive quantum wavepacket method. Our results suggest NE-RPMD as a promising approach to model quantum effects in gas-surface reactions.
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Dissociative adsorption of small molecules at surfaces is the initial and often rate-limiting step in many interfacial processes such as heterogeneous catalysis and corrosion. Initial sticking probability (S0) is an important observable to reveal the adsorption mechanism and dynamics at solid surfaces, which can be now precisely measured as a function of incidence energy by molecular beam experiments [1] [2] . S0 can be 10 -5 or even lower at low energies in many highly activated systems, e.g. methane and water dissociative chemisorption on metal surfaces 1, 3 , representing indispensable steps in methane steaming reforming. Given the large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), however, it is very challenging to accurately predict S0 from first-principles calculations.
Ideally, given an accurate global potential energy surface (PES), exact quantum initial sticking probabilities can be extracted by fully-coupled quantum dynamical (QD) methods, including both time-dependent [4] [5] [6] and time-independent 7 implementations. While such molecule-surface PESs can be now routinely developed [8] [9] , high-dimensional QD calculations remain extremely difficult and are limited to involve at most nine molecular DOFs so far 10 , due to their poor scaling with dimensionality. Alternatively, the quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) method is much more efficient to model surface reaction dynamics and visualize the associated mechanism 4 . In QCT calculations, the zero point energy (ZPE) of the reactant is approximately included, while the atomic motion is evolved classically. Such QCT applications in H2 activated dissociation on various metal surfaces do reproduce the QD calculated S0 values above the ZPE-corrected barrier quite well 4, 11 .
When explicit PESs are unavailable, ab initial molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, in which the energies and forces are calculated on-the-fly, have also been performed to study surface reactions 12 . Although AIMD is computationally expensive, it incorporates both molecular and surface DOFs in a full-dimensional fashion, enabling a reliable, and sometimes chemically accurate description of surface reactions involving polyatomic molecules (e.g. CHD3) 13-14 .
However, QCT and the quasi-quantized version of AIMD intrinsically suffer from the artificial ZPE leakage and neglect quantum tunneling, owing to their classical nature in the propagation. Indeed, when the incidence energy is lower than the ZPE corrected barrier height, it was found that the large amount of ZPE in polyatomic molecules like methane may improperly flow into other DOFs, leading to a significant overestimation of total reactivity and scrambling the vibrational mode specificity in methane dissociation on metals [15] [16] . Such an overestimation of S0 by QCT has also been seen in the non-activated H2+Pd(100) system 17 . On the other hand, in H2 dissociation on Pd(111), the vibrational energy is found to be unphysically transferred to the motion normal to the surface, resulting in an unexpected decrease of trapping meditated reaction probability at low energies 18 .
Various efforts have been devoted to alleviating the ZPE problem in QCT simulations for different systems [19] [20] [21] [22] . A common strategy in bimolecular reactions to discard trajectories violating the ZPE of products 23 , is not applicable in molecular dissociation on a surface, in which the dissociated co-adsorbates are typically not well separated. Other strategies are more complicated and their effectiveness is often system dependent.
Recently, ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD), an approximate version of path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD), has emerged as an efficient approach that can mimic quantum dynamics in complex systems with an affordable cost 24 . In particular, with the ansatz of quantum-classical correspondence proposed by Craig and Manolopoulos [25] [26] , RPMD has been successfully applied in calculating quantum rate constants in a variety of 5 gas phase reactions 27-28 and hydrogen diffusion on metal surfaces 29 . More recently, Miller and coworkers showed that RMPD could be also used in non-equilibrium conditions 30 , for example, in the H atom scattering on graphene 31 . Suleimanov et al. have performed RPMD simulations for studying direct dynamics of ion-molecule reactions and obtained thermal rates and product branching ratios 32 . These studies motivate us to extend the RPMD approach to molecule-surface scattering problems. In particular, we report here for the first time calculations of S0 down to the very low energy regime where quantum effects may play a dominant role.
Since there have been excellent reviews on the RPMD theory 24, 28 , we only provide a brief summary here. This method is based on an isomorphism between the path integral representation of the quantum mechanical partition function and the classical counterpart of a fictitious ring polymer 33 . With this isomorphism, quantum mechanical partition function is mapped onto the classical counterpart (Z P ) given by 25 , 
where j m is the jth atomic mass that is used for each bead of this atom, 1 RPMD naturally incorporates the quantum ZPE into the system, which preserves the quantum Boltzmann distribution at a given temperature and thus avoids unphysical ZPE leakage by construction 34 . In addition, RPMD captures tunneling as well, even at very low temperature in the deep quantum tunneling regime 35 . This has been discussed by Richardson and Althorpe via an insightful connection between RPMD and semiclassical instanton theory 35 .
For describing the gas-surface collision process with a specific incidence energy, we use the non-equilibrium RPMD (NE-RPMD) Hamiltonian 30 ,
where an initial momentum impulse p is added that corresponds to the initial translational energy defined in molecular beam experiments. Miller and coworkers 30 have shown that many desirable features of equilibrium RPMD in various limits are preserved in non-7 equilibrium conditions and RPMD is able to achieve similar accuracy for calculating equilibrium and non-equilibrium correlation functions.
Our NE-RPMD simulations of gas-surface reactions are implemented in two stages, following the recent work of Suleimanov and coworker 32 . An equilibrium PIMD run with a thermostat is first performed for the reactants in the asymptote (here the molecule only which is far above the fixed surface) at a given temperature. In this stage, the center of mass translational energy is removed so that the internal energy contains only the internal contribution subject to the quantum Boltzmann distribution. The positions and momenta of ring polymers are taken from random snapshots after equilibration, which ensures subsequent NVE trajectories with correct quantum internal energies that explore different regions in configurational space 36 . The collision upon surface is driven by a momentum impulse acting on the molecule along surface normal with no thermostat, corresponding to the specific translational (or normal incidence) energy in molecular beam experiments.
With these well-defined initial conditions, the NE-RPMD reaction probability can be obtained in the similar way as that in QCT, except that the atomic position is replaced by the centroid. More technical details are discussed in the Supporting Information (SI).
Despite its great success in predicting quantum thermal rate constants at low temperatures 28 , RPMD has never been tested in calculating the diminishingly small reaction probabilities at very low translational energies for an activated chemical reaction.
As a proof of concept, this is validated here in two benchmark systems, namely H2 dissociation on Cu(111) and water dissociation on Ni(111). These two reactions represent the simplest diatomic and polyatomic reactions on metal surfaces, for which the very accurate QD S0 are available within the Born-Oppenheimer static surface (BOSS) 8 approximation, enabling a quantitative comparison among RPMD, QCT, and QD results.
As our purpose is to validate the RPMD approach, we choose an analytical and efficient London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato PES parameterized by Dai and Zhang (DZ) based on limited density functional theory (DFT) data 37 . The DZ PES has been found to describe the ground state reactivity 38 and the orientational effects depending on the translational energy 39 reasonably well. Although a chemically accurate PES was also reported (though not publicly available) 40 , it was based on interpolation and less efficient for running numerous RPMD trajectories at very low energies. For D2O+Ni(111), we take a nine-dimensional neural network PES accurately fitted to over twenty thousand DFT data 8 , which naturally preserves permutation and surface symmetry and is therefore suitable for large scale MD simulations. We select D2O instead of H2O because there were some previous QCT 8 and QD 41 data available for straightforward comparison. More information on the PESs, QCT, and QD calculations for the two systems can be found in earlier publications 8, 37, 41 and in the SI.
It is worthwhile to first examine the internal energy of the gaseous molecule as a function of gas temperature (Tg). It should be emphasized that the conventional PIMD theory treats all atoms distinguishable and therefore neglects nuclear spin statistics of ortho/para H2 and D2O. To compare with PIMD results, we calculate quantum internal energies (QIEs) with and without incorporating the intrinsic ratio of the ortho/para states (3:1 for H2 or 2:1 for D2O). As shown in Fig. S6 , QIEs of H2 and D2O obtained in both ways differ only very slightly at low temperature and become indistinguishable at room temperature and above. In Fig. 1 , the PIMD internal energies computed via the centroid virial theorem 42 in both molecules are found to gradually increase with the number of beads 9 and converge to QIEs (without nuclear spin statistics) with P=40 for H2 and P=30 for D2O
at Tg>200 K. The convergence becomes increasingly more difficult as Tg decreases (see more clearly in Fig. S5 ). Indeed, at very low temperature, special symmetry adapted sampling should be applied to distinguish the nuclear spin species along with thousands of beads, as done by Roy and coworkers in path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulations for obtaining superfluid density and related properties at a few Kelvin 43 .
In this work, we choose to sample both molecules at a fixed gas temperature This implies that the ZPE is well conserved in this highly activated system when Ei > Ebc and QCT is a good choice here. However, as Ei decreases to 0.53 eV or lower, the QCT S0 curve drops drastically and becomes substantially lower than the QD counterpart. At
Ei≈0.50 eV, for example, S0 for QD is ~70 times larger than that for QCT. This failure of QCT is due apparently to the absence of quantum tunneling so that the dissociation channel is suddenly closed when the molecular energy is lower than a threshold. Note that this tunneling region may shift to lower energy on the chemically accurate PES 40 given its lower barrier, but the phenomenon is supposed to be similar. In contrast, RPMD correctly captures the significant tunneling contribution at very low energies, yielding S0 values much closer to QD ones. However, the agreement between RPMD and QD results is less satisfactory at Ei =0.6~1.0 eV. Similarly, in a recent NE-RPMD study for H scattering on graphene 31 , Jiang et al. also found that the RPMD calculated sticking probabilities are generally lower than classical ones (note that there is no internal state and ZPE for hydrogen atom), at high incidence energies. As discussed in more detail in the SI, we find that some replicas of the H2 molecule in NE-RPMD simulations may access too close to the surface and feel strong repulsive force to prevent the molecular dissociation. There is no such problem in classical trajectories so that the QCT predicts higher S0 than RPMD does in this energy range. This effect should be less important in the case of D2O because the heavy oxygen atom (and its replicas) would not approach closely to the surface.
Next, we compare RPMD, QCT and QD results for D2O+Ni(111) in Fig. 3 . It is clear that QCT overestimates the sticking probability considerably in the entire energy range, and the overestimation can be more than one order of magnitude near the ZPE corrected barrier (Ebc=0.58 eV). Analogous behavior has been observed on methane dissociation by Mastromatteo and Jackson 15 , when comparing their reaction path
Hamiltonian based quasi-classical and quantum dynamical models. In these polyatomic reactions, the reactant ZPE is very large, e.g. 0.41 eV for D2O and ~1.2 eV for CH4 15 .
Classical mechanics allows this energy to flow unphysically into the other molecular DOFs, even at the incidence energy higher than Ebc. Since the reaction probability is relatively low for D2O on Ni(111) in the energy range of interest, in particular, a small amount of ZPE leaking into the reaction coordinate would lead to a significant increase of reactivity.
We note that ZPE conversion is not a severe problem in quasi-classical AIMD simulations for CHD3 dissociation on Ni and Pt surfaces above Ebc, especially for CHD3(v1=1) whose vibrational energy is primarily localized in the C-H bond, alleviating the artificial intramolecular vibrational redistribution [13] [14] . Impressively, RPMD does a much better job than QCT in the entire energy range, due to its intrinsic ability to avoid the spurious ZPE leakage. Similarly, Habershon and Manolopoulos found that the linearized semiclassical initial value representation method results in much larger diffusion coefficient of liquid water than the RPMD method, because of the ZPE leakage in the former [30] . We note that Truhlar and coworkers recently proposed an extended Hamiltonian molecular dynamics (EHMD) method that maintains ZPE in the Henon-Heiles model Hamiltonian very well 22 .
By connecting two images of a trajectory by one or more springs, this EHMD method can be regarded as a simpler version of RPMD.
Nevertheless, the RPMD S0 values at Tg=300 K become increasingly higher QD ones for D2O in its rovibrationally ground state as Ei decreases. This overestimation may result from the inconsistent comparison between the thermal RPMD results at 300 K and the ground state QD ones. Unfortunately, in this case, there are too many internal states of D2O having considerable populations that may contribute to the Boltzmann average of S0, making the exact thermally-averaging QD calculations very demanding. To estimate the thermal contribution, we perform additional QCT calculations based on the Boltzmann sampling of internal states at Tg=300 K. It is found that the population of rovibrationally excited states leads to a much greater reactivity and the enhancement is larger at a lower incidence energies, confirming the crucial effects of internal excitation. Such effects on the reactivity are often quantified by the horizontal translational energy shift (∆Ei) between the ground state and the excited state S0 curves 1 . The ratio of the corresponding internal excitation energy (Evj) and this shift, i.e. Evj/∆Ei, determines the so-called rovibrational efficacy (η) representing the effectiveness of the internal energy in promoting the reaction relative to the translational energy 1 . It has been found that the fundamental vibrational excitations of D2O have relatively high efficacies (η ≈ 1.1~1.7 for static surface) 41 , while 13 the higher energy overtones and rotational excitations would have lower efficacies 3, 45 . For simplicity, we assume a unified efficacy η = 1.0 on average and obtain the shifted S0 curves for all populated states, then thermally average them to yield an estimated QD S0 curve at Tg=300 K. This averaged QD S0 curve is found to be insensitive to the η value in a reasonable range (see Fig. S9b ). Alternatively, we assume that QCT and QD methods would have similar thermal contributions due to internal excitation, which is justified by the comparable vibrational efficacies previously predicted by QCT 8 and QD 41 calculations.
The relative difference between QCT (Tg=300 K) and QCT (ground state) results can be thus added onto the QD ground state S0 curve to approximate the QD S0 curve at Tg=300 K. Interestingly, these two estimated thermal QD results are in line with each other, which are both in excellent agreement between the RPMD ones. It should be noted that these two ways to account for thermal effects due to internal state excitations are approximate, but they are not unreasonable. A unified efficacy for all thermally populated states was used before by Jackson and Nave 46 . Compared to the average over explicitly calculated sticking probabilities of the lowest ten initial states only, this approximate treatment was found to yield better agreement with experimental data at various nozzle temperatures. We feel that the current level of comparison is sufficient for our purpose. More accurate individual initial state reaction probabilities can be calculated in future work.
To summarize, we reveal here two striking manifestations of quantum effects in two benchmark surface reactions, which can not be well described by the conventional QCT method. In light of the careful comparison of QCT, RPMD, and QD calculated sticking probabilities, we demonstrate that the NE-RPMD approach can be alternatively used in such cases to capture the salient quantum nature of molecular dissociation on metal 14 surfaces. For H2+Cu(111), NE-RPMD successfully describes the reactivity at very low incidence energies dominated by quantum tunneling, which is largely underestimated by QCT. For D2O dissociation on Ni(111), QCT suffers from severe unphysical ZPE leakage to the reaction coordinate, resulting in more than one order of magnitude overestimation of dissociation probability even at translational energies above the ZPE corrected barrier.
Taking the internal excitation at a given temperature into account, albeit approximately, RPMD results agree rather well with QD ones. Although the NE-RPMD method is validated here within BOSS approximation, it is scalable to include lattice motion given its trajectory-based nature 29 , when combined with recently developed molecule-surface PESs explicitly involving the surface DOFs 47 . Incorporating the ZPE of the surface will be another advantage of RPMD superior to QCT. The success of the NE-RPMD method in calculating reaction probability is very encouraging, given its intrinsic ability of dealing with tunneling and quantum ZPE in polyatomic surface reactions. However, more work needs to be done for a more realistic sampling of molecular beam conditions with efficient rotational cooling. NE-RPMD also underestimates the reactivity for H2 on Cu(111) at high incidence energies, due presumably to the fact that some replicas of hydrogen molecule may access the surface too closely. We hope this work will inspire further development of this promising approach for modelling quantum effects in reactive scattering problems. 
